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CALENDAR

Monthly Meeting Notes

04/21/2021 MSM President Buz Pezold and Secretary Rob Morales (now Atlanta members and
regular meeting attendees) were present. There were also four Atlanta members online via Zoom.
Atlanta Chapter President, Dave Lockhart opened and conducted the meeting.

1. Officer Reports and Club Business:
- Treasurer (Art Murray was not available) ...

- Dave Lockhart provided current account status, and
reminded members to submit dues ($10) to Art if they had not done so already.

- Secretary/Newsletter Editor (Bill Easton) ...
- Model Info Sheets - Now available in the monthly newsletter Members were asked to
complete a form and bring it with any model for Show & Tell.

- Bill Easton made a motion to increase the Model of the Month Hobby Town Gift Card from
$15 to $25. The motion was seconded and members voted to accept.
- No further business

2. AtlantaCon 2022 Decision:
- Buz Pezold raised a question as to whether the club would hold its 2022 show in March after
holding the 2021 show in October of 2021. Members voted in favor of holding AtlantaCon for
the 2022 year in March, 2022 on the normal schedule.

3. Model Kit for 2022 Club Challenge Revealed:
- Dave Lockhart handed out a 1/72 Atlantis HH-3E Helicopter kit to members participating in the
build for the March, 2022 club contest. Builds can depict any of the helicopter's varied uses during
its operation and can be out-of-the-box or with after-market and scratch-build added.

4. Show & Tell for models on the table:
- Members discussed and got a close look at models that had been brought in.

Month
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Cut-Off (Fri Midnight)
June 11
July 16
August 13
September 10
October 15
November 12
December 10

email (Sunday)
June 13
July 18
August 15
September 12
October 17
November 14
December 12

2021 Newsletter Publication Schedule

Please submit any pictures or content for the newsletter to
weaston4@gmail.com by midnight on the cut-off date for any month.

May 19: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

(Masonic Lodge, Lawrenceville)

May 22: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

May 29: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Jun 5: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(In-Person at Hobby Town Buford)

Jun 12: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Jun 16: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

(Masonic Lodge, Lawrenceville)

Build Sessions:

- First Saturday of month (June 5)

In-person at Hobby Town Buford.

- All other Saturdays of the month -

Online Zoom sessions.
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COMPLETED:

MiG-21, Bill Wofford

F-4, Brian Speer

MiG-17, Bill Johnston

B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton
F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton
F-117, Gale Brown

F/A 18, Jim Elmore
F-5, Jim Elmore
F-16B Jim Elmore
F-16C Jim Elmore

A-10, Brian Mason (Plane Lost In Action)

A-10 (Replacement), Ed Hulsey

B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum

USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

IN PROCESS:

F-100, Art Murray

Berlin Airlift 3-Plane Set (1/144)
Ray Wheeler, Bill Easton

UNASSIGNED:

A-4 Skyhawk
A-6
F-106
F-86

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum

http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html

Please consider building one of

these models. The museum

folks are always glad to receive

a new model for the museum

ceiling display.

Good News! Here's the latest ...

Jim Elmore delivered about forty model kits to CHOA on April 28. Jim said, "This marks the first time

in over a year we have restocked the kids. With the program back and running, we are asking

everyone to keep their eyes open for good deals on Snaptite kits."

Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta

at Egleston Hospital

CHOA

http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html
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"

May Hobby Town Build Session
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April Model of the Month

Rob Morales for his "Panzer Strasse '46"

Congratulations Rob!

Paul Lovell indicates "This is
where my Special Hobby 1/32
P-39N/Q Soviet Guards kit will
be when I get it!" ..

Congratulations, Paul!

April Raffle
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Nautilus

Kit: Pegasus

Scale: 1/144

Paint: Tamiya

Add-ons: Replaced
photo-etched with
miscellaneous plastic.

Tried to match
Disney's 20,000
Leagues Under The

Sea by adding bow fin
"Hull Crusher."

Jim Elmore

"ON THE TABLE" - SHOW & TELL ...

See the write-up Jim did on his

"Furry Road" build later in the

newsletter.

Don Gustke
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Rob Morales
Panzer Strasse '46

Kit: Dragon E-100 Super
Panzer + Tamiya Panzer
Grenadier

Scale: 1/35

Paint: Tamiya, Lifecolor,
Scale 75, & Vallejo (figure)

Add-ons: Infrared night
fighting scope from Tamiya
Panther G

Weathering, Rust Technique,
Pigment and Washes.

"What-If" E-100 made it into
service using Maus turret (as
planned.)

Stew Swartz
Convair F-102

Delta Dagger

Kit: Revell

Scale: 1/48

Paint: Testors

Add-ons: Reinforced nose
gear

Stew indicated he thought

the kit directions were

"poor."

The plane entered service
in 1956, its main purpose
was to intercept Soviet
bombers. 1000 Were built.
It served in Vietnam losing
14 to accidents and 1 to a
MiG-21. At the end of its
career, it served as a target
drone.
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Art Murray

BOMARC Missle & Launcher

Kit: Revell

The black one is OOB. Took 10 minutes to build. I use it to contrast the other two. The one in
the background is a progress shot of the “B” model whose wings are forward of the wings of the
“A” model. It also demonstrates the scratch build of the rear fuselage.

Advertised as 1/56 but measurements show different subassemblies to be different scales than
1/56 (Ex.: Diameter of fuselage)

As regards both the A & B models, the following are scratch built:
- Rear fuselage
- Vertical stabilizer
- Engines

Major modifications to both:
- Horizontal stabilizers
- Tail pipes

Major conversion to B Model:
- Moved wing forward
- Engines different from A Model engines
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Fernando Sanchez

Spitfire Mk I

Kit: Revell

Scale: 1/32

For details of Fernando's

materials and processes used

in his re-build of the Spitfire,

he created an excellent

brochure. You can see

thumbnail pictures of the

brochure below, but a full-size

PDF document (Fernandos

Brochure.pdf) will be attached

to the newsletter email for

your review.
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In March 2019, the
members of IPMS/Atlanta
selected “Build Something
from your Shelf of Doom” as
the theme for a contest in
March 2020. I had been
industriously finishing
projects and did not have
anything on my SoD. I
therefor accepted the
challenge of finishing Jose
(OJ) Duran’s gift of the 2006
Airfix release from the film
“Wallace and Gromit-Curse
of the Were Rabbit.”

This is a 1/12 scale kit
of the Austin A35 van used
by the characters in the
movie and includes figures of
Wallace, Gromit, and the
Were Rabbit. The kit is quite
well designed and detailed
within the limits of the
intention of producing a
payable toy. The major
pieces are thick, sturdy and
cast in what I believe to be

ABS plastic for durability. The plastic was immune from normal solvents, so I used Plastruct
“Plastic Weld”, which is intended for ABS and other plastics.

I suspect that I had conceived of creating a “Mad Max” vehicle before I finished opening the
box. The film “Mad Max- Fury Road” was still fresh in my mind and the Internet provided many
images of the wild vehicles in the movie as well as info on Austin A35s.

The largest modification was to the suspension and wheels. I had an old Revell 1/25 kit of
Bigfoot that I must have hoarded just for this project. Tires, wheels and about half the
undercarriage came straight from that kit with the remainder scratch built.

No Mad Max ride would be complete without a monster engine. The kit had no engine with
the bonnet molded in place. Using a sewing needle scribing in the hood outline, I carefully
removed it and with internet photos, built a reasonable copy of the original engine, then built a
monster supercharger and scoop. I also added a few details to the engine compartment but kept
it minimal as the bonnet would be glued in place.

I cut open the rear of the roof, creating a position for a standing Wallace. I scratch built the
harpoon gun and lances based on movie photos.

Continued

“Furry Road” by Jim Elmore
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The front bumper was replaced by a Hedgerow Cutter with the Were Rabbit chained
aboard. Skulls came from a Halloween decoration. Other exterior details were damaged,
removed or scratch built as required.

The interior got some details like weapons, gauges and a NoX tank.

The basic paint color is Tamiya XF-23 with matched the original Austin color well enough
for this project. I applied the kit “Anti Pesto” decals, then airbrushed light coats of color over them
to fade them out. Weathering was a combination of most of our common techniques.

The figures of Wallace and Gromit both got appropriate modifications and additions to fit
the theme. Sculpting was done with Kneadtite, a two-part epoxy. They were then painted with
mostly Reaper acrylic paints. The large scale created a bit of a challenge compared to my normal
work.

And then the Covid arrived, and we did not have the contest. So, a year later, I can now
share it with you all.

“Furry Road” - Continued
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Kit Review Build from Jim Elmore

Tamiya M1A2 1/48

The M1 Abrams tank has been the

Main Battle Tank for US forces for

forty years with no replacement in

sight. Continuing upgrades have kept

the 70-ton monster lethal. The M1A2

depicted in this kit was used in

Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003.

Tamiya kits of the Abrams date back

to the early 1980s with new releases

covering the upgrades. The M1A2

has been done in 1/16 and 1/35 in

addition to this 2017 kit. The 1/48

from Tamiya is for builders who want a

good, accurate model without diving

into the deep end of armor building

with hundreds of pieces. Sounds just

like how I like my tanks.

My wife bought me this kit for

Christmas. I have been knee-deep in

another model project until I began to

feel a bit blah about everything and

decided I needed a change. Gluing

together a Tamiya tank kit should be a

welcome break.

Continued
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This kit is everything people like about

Tamiya. Just enough parts, brilliant

engineering, impeccable fit and crisp

details. I am sure some treadheads

find accuracy issues, but they would

be very small, and I suspect may not

apply to the specific vehicles in the

decal choices.

The twenty-one step instructions and

logical and clear. One sample of how

well thought out the kit is involves the

‘link and length’ tracks. There is a

small peg on a return roller that aligns

the upper length of track perfectly.

Then follow the recommended order

for adding the other track parts and

everything fits together like, well, a

Tamiya kit.

It took perhaps ten hours over three

days to assemble the tank itself. Then

I turned to the part I enjoy best-gear

stowage. Photos show these tanks

loaded with boxes, bags and stuff and

I found or made what was needed.

One bit that came out very well was

the scratch-built spare road wheel.

The rucksacks and tarps were

sculpted with Kneadtite epoxy putty.

Priming and black basing in one coat

with Alclad Black primer.

Kit Review Build - Continued
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Passed Along by Chris Waggener:

Rio Grande

This is a jewelry company. They are a commercial retail and wholesale jewelry supply business. As such,
they specialize in small tools and supplies that we would use as modelers. Their prices reflect the fact that
they’re a commercial business, and they sell in lots not single pieces, just like a commercial jeweler would
want. But having said that, I’ve found that their price per piece is substantially lower than Micro-Mark.
Additionally, their quality is commensurate with commercial grade, not hobby grade. Also, their customer
support is stellar! If you have a question, they most probably have the answer. If they don’t, they’ll find
one for you. The “cherry on top of the sundae” is their tutorials. They have a big base of video tutorials
that you can access to see how to do things. Did I mention that shipping is fast?

https://www.riogrande.com/

Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for
general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...

From Alan Toon:

Peninsula Seniors Videos

This channel is associated with the Western Museum of Flight, and features lectures on aviation subjects
from a wide variety of guests. There was one by COL Ralph Wetterhahn about aviation archeology and
his various travels in recovering American MIA's, including those involved in the Mayaguez incident in
1975, and another by a retired SR-71 pilot who flew the marathon non stop mission to and from the Sinai
during the Yom Kippur War in 1973.

https://www.youtube.com/user/PeninsulaSrsVideos

https://www.riogrande.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PeninsulaSrsVideos
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Modeler's "Silver Bullets" ...
As modelers, seems like we are always on the lookout for the perfect paint, tool, or technique that will

magically help us get the build done just right the first time every time. (I know. If it were that easy, what fun

would this hobby be.) Anyway, just like buying another kit we don't need, we keep looking for magic

solutions. Let us know about the paint, tools, supplies, and techniques that work for you.

Windsor & Newton Series 7 paintbrushes - Jim Elmore

As the hobby turns more toward acrylic paints, many of us may have trouble hand painting small
details with this fast-drying medium. For the solution, we turn to our brothers in the figure painting
world and the great Silver Bullet, Windsor & Newton Series 7 paintbrushes.

Originally created for Queen Victoria’s use with watercolors, Series 7 was intended to be the finest
brush in the world. One hundred and fifty years later, it remains the gold standard. Series 7
brushes are made from Kolinsky Sable, a rodent in Siberia and Manchuria. Each brush is
handmade to an exceptionally fine point and will hold its shape for a VERY long time. As a test, I
once used a single brush for a year on hundreds of figures and it never went bad. It did shrink, but
the sharp tip remained.

The natural fibers of these brushes hold and release water-based paint like nothing you’ve used
before. Control is incredible and you will find yourself painting with confidence not seen since you
were seven years old. It will not replace all other brushes for large areas and rough jobs, but for
that detail work there is no substitute.

For our work, a Number 1 size is all you will need. WWW.DickBlick.com is a good source for
about $18.00. While this may seem a luxury, a single brush will last for many years with proper
care. Consider also buying B&J “The Masters Brush Cleaner” to care for your new brush.

http://WWW.DickBlick.com
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Deenethorpe Air Base - Diorama

Mighty Eighth Museum Visit

from Kim Elmore

Kim Elmore recently stopped by the Mighty Eighth Air Force Museum in Pooler, GA near Savanah to
do a quick check-in on the status of the diorama the club put together for the museum a few years ago.

Below is a picture of the Deenethorpe Diorama enclosure, but Kim said the lights were turned out in the
enclosure and that she could not get any good pictures of the interior. The other two pictures are of the
Ploiesti Raid Diorama.

Deenethorpe Air Base Diorama - Video

(For info: The plan is to update the club Website with a page to tell and preserve the story of the

club's involvement with the museum in the construction of the diorama. Most long-time

members were involved in the process, but some others may not know the story.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1t7nUpUeBA
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Where's "2G" ...

at the Sun-N-Fun Airshow

Chris Waggener was recently down in Lakeland, FL for the Sun-N-Fun Airshow. He sent along a couple

of items of interest.

First, he said he was able to log 6 hours of flight time in this gorgeous red Grand Champion antique

airplane. Chris commented that both he and the airplane were roughly the same age ... antiques.

Second, he also sent along a couple of pictures with info about a Focke-Wulf aircraft you might not be

familiar with. Great paint job!
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Two from Helion this month. For God and the CIA, Cuban Exile Forces in

the Congo and Beyond 1959-1967, is Africa @War #52 and tells a very

interesting and little-known story. In 1962 the CIA put together a force of

Cuban exiles to fight in the Congo against attempted Communist infiltration

involving ‘Che’ Guevara. Known as the Makasi, they were equipped with

T-28s, B-26Ks, C-46s, Bell 47s and Swift boats. The book is based on

personal accounts, government archives and declassified documents to

provide an insight on how the CIA operates covertly in general. The photos

are mainly of the “never before published” variety, and the 8 color pages

include color drawings and photos of the equipment, uniforms and insignias

along with a map. This is a fascinating book about military operations that

have received little publicity.

Tsar Bomba, Live Testing of Soviet Nuclear Bombs 1949-1962, is #10 in

Europe @War and is absolutely fascinating, since I haven’t seen this subject

in print before. While the titular weapon is legendary, this tells the whole

story, and like ours, it begins with the B-29 (or, in their case, the Tu-4). The

coverage is complete enough that in the back is a table listing every air-

dropped Soviet nuke. There are excellent photos of the bombs, the planes

and the men, with a few mushroom clouds thrown in for good measure.

Some excellent sidebar features liven up the narrative, including one on the

mysterious M-50 Bounder. The 8-page color section is quite diverse: 3 pages

of aircraft side views, 1 of uniforms, 1 of bombs, 1 of cruise missiles, 1 of

color photos and 1 with a large map! There is lots I hadn’t known before,

such as the fact that additional lower-yield weapons were dropped using the same enormous casing as for

Tsar Bomba. Add in a nice bibliography and copious notes, and you have a good value and a good read!

Colors & Markings of the F-14 Tomcat, Part 1: Atlantic Fleet and Reserve

Squadrons, from Detail & Scale, deserves an explanation. When Bert

Kinzey re-started the Colors & Markings series in 2015 as a digital-only affair,

the F-14 was done in two large files. Once Bert found that there was high

demand for print editions, subsequent books in the series were designed to

be issued in both digital and print formats. Bert decided that the F-14 files

were too large to make print versions of, so he withdrew them from sale and

redesigned the contents into three books, of which this is the first. The

important thing to note is that the three new books will have no new content

compared to the previous two digital files, so if you own those, you need not

buy the new versions unless you want the print editions. 17 squadrons are

covered in color photos and side-view drawings, so this is a useful book for

anyone building an F-14 model.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS

by Jim Pernikoff
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Introduction to the United States Air Force is an old softcover I recently

discovered. Published in 2001 by the Airpower Research Institute of the

USAF, it was apparently intended as a reference for ROTC students. Part I

is entitled Major Operations and Personnel and is divided into 5

chronological chapters. Each one includes 1 or 2-page articles about ops

ranging from the Mexican Punitive Expedition of 1916-17 (think Pancho

Villa) to the Kosovo Crisis of 1999. Each article has at least 1

representative photo. Then there are 1-page biographies of key personnel,

including commanding officers, fighter aces and, eventually, astronauts.

These include both famous people and some you probably won’t know.

Part II is entitled Aerospace Craft and has ½-page summaries of aircraft,

rockets & missiles and even satellites, each with a photo, a specification

table and a one-paragraph summary. You won’t find much new here. Then

there are appendices listing Chiefs of Staff, Chief Master Sergeants, fighter aces and Medal of Honor

winners. It’s basic stuff, but a useful reference and quite inexpensive, its main fault being that it’s now 20

years old.

Sometimes a book comes along that is simply a “labor of love”, and that

is the case with Flying High in the Sunlit Silence, The aviation art of

Jack Berry, published by Mention the War Publications. Jack is a

mute, autistic 13-year-old British boy who is a big fan of aviation

(particularly the RAF) and Formula 1 racing, and he communicates his

love thru paintings that may not be perfectly crisp and sharp but are

surprisingly detailed and, in this case, it’s really the thought that counts.

The Intro is by the 96-year-old Bomber Command veteran (a wireless

operator on Lancasters) who persuaded Jack and his mother to do the

book. The paintings are accompanied by information on the aircraft by

pilots or other personnel who had personal experience with the type, so

the book is informative besides being colorful. The proceeds from sales

of the book go to Jack’s three favorite charities, so that is a benefit besides. If you just want to “feel good”

about buying a book, this is a perfect choice.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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Iron Cross, German Military History 1914-45, is a quarterly magazine

that has been published in the U.K. for two years by theWarners

Group. Issue #8 is a special issue devoted entirely to Manfred von

Richtofen, the Red Baron. It attempts not to be repetitious by focusing

a lot on peripheral topics like, for instance, the Baron’s autobiography

(typically known as The Red Air Fighter in English) in its various

editions, his medals and trophies and where they are now, the MG 08

machine guns with which he did his work, the other men in the various

units he served with (with color drawings of their aircraft), how he was

viewed by people on both sides, and the rules he used in air combat

(Boelcke wasn’t the only one to have his “dicta”). Of course there is an

article about the Fokker Dr.I, but I suppose that was inevitable. It forms

a nice complement to other publications about von Richtofen, such as

the volume in The Blue Max Airmen series. You can order it at https://

www.militaria-history.co.uk/store/back-issues/iron-cross/iron-cross-issue-8-

issue-8-1 in either print or digital versions.

Key Publications has been on a roll with their bookazines lately, and that also

applies to their tribute to Marietta’s best export, the C-130 Hercules. This

starts with a 2004 interview with chief designer Willis Hawkins shortly before

his death, and follows that with a series of chapters that describe all the

specialized versions of the Herk in its various USAF roles: the AC gunships,

the EC electronic warfare birds, the HC rescue kings and the MC air

commandos. It covers both the older L-100 and newer LM-100J commercial

variants, the fabled carrier landings, operations on skis, the famous Entebbe

raid, USCG operations, its use in Britain and its use as a reconnaissance and

firefighting aircraft. Something had to be left out and I guess it’s the use of the

Herk by about 70 other countries, but there wasn’t room for everything! As

usual the photography is excellent and this is definitely worth publishing,

especially for those with C-130 connections!

Time for another Aviation Archive, and #54 is Hawker Aircraft,

commemorating the centenary of the company that arose from Sopwith’s

bankruptcy and was mainly known for its fighter aircraft, from the Fury to the

Hunter, and then finishing off with the Harrier. Some 3 dozen aircraft, many

of them prototypes that never saw production, are included in anywhere

from ½ a page to 8 pages. The large page size and foldouts include both

great photos and cutaways from the Aeroplane magazine archives. This is

another good collection for those with an interest in British aviation of the

past.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

https://www.militaria-history.co.uk/store/back-issues/iron-cross/iron-cross-issue-8-issue-8-1
https://www.militaria-history.co.uk/store/back-issues/iron-cross/iron-cross-issue-8-issue-8-1
https://www.militaria-history.co.uk/store/back-issues/iron-cross/iron-cross-issue-8-issue-8-1
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

Among the magazines that I subscribe to, one of my favorites is The

Aviation Historian, a British quarterly, now in its ninth year, which I

believe I’ve mentioned here before. While the American magazine

Aviation History is pretty good, I think that TAH is the best periodical on

aviation history currently available anywhere. Consider the current issue

#35, which has a cover article about Pan Am Lockheed Constellations,

one of 15 articles in the magazine. While the magazine sometimes gets

to be “too British”, it is usually pretty well balanced, and this one is no

exception. Aside from articles with British and American content, there

are articles about aviation events in Argentina, Cambodia, France,

Norway, Turkey, Venezuela and the Belgian Congo! You can see a

preview of the issue at http://www.theaviationhistorian.com/preview.htm.

There are also links to brief summaries of past issues and a PDF file of an

index to all 35 issues. It is a fairly pricey publication, so if you don’t want

to subscribe, individual issues are available from Kalmbach at their store

webpage, https://kalmbachhobbystore.com/search?q=the+aviation+historian.

Elsewhere in the newsletter you should find a list of new Osprey releases for the second half of the year.

As usual for them, some interesting stuff, with more on the way for 2022.

THE EPIC OF FLIGHT

This seems to have been my season of big book purchases.

In January I bought that 3-volume set on the Space Shuttle

from Specialty Press. In February I bought those 16 Putnam

Aeronautical books on the British aircraft manufacturers (and

since then I’ve bought the other 5 to make the series

complete). Now, on a suggestion from another Facebook

group, I bought the entire 23-volume series from Time-Life

Books, published in 1980 thru 1983, called The Epic of

Flight. This was a comparative bargain: $125 for the set, in

good condition, which works out to only $5.43 per book, not

bad for 176-page volumes bound in a rich-looking blue

leather-type material. And there are other sets still available

for comparable prices.

The set gets high reviews on Amazon, and they are merited.

The set does a very nice job of covering all aspects of aviation

from the pre-Wright balloonists up to the time of publication.

http://www.theaviationhistorian.com/preview.htm
https://kalmbachhobbystore.com/search?q=the+aviation+historian
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

As you can see from the titles, there are widely varying aspects, including some that are not generally

considered, like bush pilots or mercenary pilots. The series is edited, but most books were written by a

single author, supported by a group of consultants. I only recognized a few of the authors, such as Ralph

Barker, Edward Jablonski and Robert J. Serling; I suspect that the

others were generally professional writers who may not know much

about aviation but with the help of research and those consultants were

able to create good narratives. On the other hand, the list of

consultants had a lot of familiar names: Walt Boyne, Robert Mikesh,

J.M. Bruce, Richard P. Hallion, Donald Lopez, Dana Bell and R.E.G.

Davies, among others. A name appearing often was Tom Crouch, who

was curator of the National Air & Space Museum at the time the series

was being written.

The books include a running narrative with numerous photos, but there

are also multi-page photo essays that add depth to the subject matter.

There are also multi-page spreads of color drawings of pertinent aircraft,

these being of varying quality. There are also some fine artworks,

including the ones on the endpapers, an excerpt of which shows up in a

little round window on the front cover. The standard of the writing is quite high, though I have caught a few

errors, such as one misidentifying Su-24s in a photo as MiG-23s, but these are few and far between. And

there are probably some things that were taken as gospel in 1980 that have since been disproved, but that

would be inevitable in any work approaching 40 years of age.

And that’s really the only real flaw in the set, the fact that it is now quite out of date. Time-Life closed their

main book operation in 2001 to concentrate on music offerings, though they still do some publications

under the label of Time Inc Books. I have suggested to them that they should do a 24th volume in an

identical format to bring the series up to now, but I don’t have a lot of hope that that will actually happen.

I’ve listed the books on a PDF file (Time-Life Books.pdf) that should be attached to the same email that this

newsletter was attached to. As the books were published in random order and were not numbered, I did

not list the actual publication years and have listed the books in the chronological order by subject that I am

using for my own set. Admittedly, the volumes that start with coverage between the two world wars could

be ordered in a number of different ways. All the books are 176 pages, with a bibliography, photo credits

and an index.

I’m eyeing the 39-volume set of Time-Life’s books onWorld War II, but as of now have no intentions of

buying.....
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Osprey Publishing New Releases July – December 2021
List by Jim Pernikoff

Here are selected softcover Osprey releases for the second half of this year. Dates are subject to change:

Air Campaign:

Norway 1940 (July)

Holland 1940 (September)

The Ruhr 1943 (October)

Desert Storm 1991 (November)

Truk 1944-45 (December)

Campaign:

The Balkans 1940-41 (2) (July)

Dien Bien Phu 1954 (August)

Stalingrad 1942-43 (2) (September)

The Finnish-Soviet Winter War 1939-40 (September)

The Panjshir Valley 1980-86: Afghanistan (October)

The Battle of Hue 1968 (November)

Leyte Gulf 1944 (1) (November)

Cuzco 1536-37 (December)

Combat:

Hungarian Soldier vs Soviet Soldier 1941 (July)

British Infantryman vs Mahdist Warrior: Sudan 1884-98 (August)

Japanese Soldier vs US Soldier: New Guinea 1942-44 (October)

Combat Aircraft:

Dornier Do 217 Units of World War 2 (September)

Yokosuka D4Y ‘Judy’ Units (September)

Duel:

Ju 87 Stuka vs Royal Navy Carriers (July)

UH-1 Huey Gunship vs NVA/VC Forces 1962-75 (August)

German Heavy Cruisers vs Royal Navy Heavy Cruisers 1939-42 (August)

P-47 Thunderbolt vs German Flak Defences 1943-45 (October)

SBD Dauntless vs A6M Zero-sen 1941-44 (October)

B-25 Mitchell vs Japanese Destroyer 1943 (December)

(Continued)
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Osprey Publishing New Releases July – December 2021
List Continued

Elite:

The Japanese Home Front 1937-45 (August)

Armies of Julius Caesar 56-44 BC (September)

US Navy Special Warfare Units in Korea & Vietnam 1950-73 (November)

New Vanguard:

German Tanks in Normandy 1944 (August)

Kurdish Armour Against ISIS 2014-19 (September)

Warships in the Spanish Civil War (October)

Tanks at the Iron Curtain 1946-60 (November)

Raid:

Big Guns in the Atlantic: German convoy raiders 1939-41 (August)

Weapon:

British Sniping Rifles since 1970 (November)

X-Planes:

Douglas XB-19 (October)
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The Zero Killer

by Dennis Moore (a.k.a. Kid Maverick)

Captain David McCampbell said when speaking of the F6F

Hellcat, "...an outstanding fighter plane. It performed well, was

easy to fly, and was a stable gun platform, but what I really

remember most was that it was rugged and easy to maintain."

The "Aluminum Tank" as some would refer to the Hellcat was

manufactured by Grumman "Iron Works", noted for putting armor

in the construction of its aircraft to protect the engine and pilot. It

would go on to achieve a 19:1 kill ratio against the lighter but less

armored Japanese aircrafts.

The F6F Hellcat flew faster than the Mitsubishi A6M Zero and

could out-dive its opponent because of its powerful Pratt &

Whitney R-2800-10 engine. It had twice the power of its

predecessor the Wildcat which the Zero outmatched. The

durability of the Hellcat lay in its armor around the engine and

cockpit, bullet-resistant windshield, and self sealing fuel tanks.

Armed with 6X .50 caliber Browning machine guns, every fifth

round was a white hot incendiary bullet pouring out amongst

4000 rounds a minute. With more fuel capacity, the Hellcat had

"long legs" out in the vast Pacific ocean, allowing it to stay in the

fight longer.

At the onset of WWII, the Japanese Zero reigned supreme in the Pacific campaign. It outclassed the

Grumman Wildcat in almost every respect, especially in speed and maneuverability. The Wildcat couldn't

out-turn the Zero and had a shorter range. One of the Zero pilot's favorite tactics was to go vertical when

chased. Since the the Wildcat was underpowered it would stall at its highest point, fall back down towards

the earth. Then, the Zero would roll over and dive after it for an easy kill.

After inspecting a downed Zero, American experts realized the Zero had a disadvantage in high

speed dives, especially with the ailerons while trying to turn in a dive. F6F Hellcat pilots were advised:

"Do not dogfight with a Zero 52. Do not try to follow a loop or half-roll with a pull-through. When attacking,

use your superior power and high speed performance to engage at the most favorable moment. To

evade a Zero 52 on your tail, roll and dive away into a high speed turn."

Once a Hellcat got on the tail of a Zero, its 6X .50 caliber guns chewed through the lightweight

construction and ignited the fuel tank at the root of the wings.

I chose to depict a Navy Grumman F6F Hellcat chasing a Mitsubishi Zero A6M5c through the Pacific

skies in my composite photograph. I used Hasegawa's 1/32 scale Hellcat and a (pre-built) 1/72 scale

Zero from Easy Model Platinum Collectible in the MRC WWII aircraft series to portray the dual in the sky.

A photo I took from the passenger seat of an airliner for the cloud filled the sky background. When I

finished, I had an aerial combat scene of "The Zero Killer" with an altitude advantage, "sitting on the

perch" ready to pounce on its adversary.
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Saturday 

October 23, 2021 

9:00 am – 4:00 pm 

 

IAM Local 709 Union Hall 

1032 S. Marietta Pkwy 

Marietta, GA  30060 

 

Hosted by IPMS Atlanta & 

IPMS Marietta 

 

Contest Chairperson: 

Kim Elmore 

(770) 962-2584 

kdmcelmore@gmail.com 

 

www.ipms-atlanta.org 

 

REGISTRATION FEES: 

$10 entry fee ($2 discount for IPMS/USA members) 

 $5  entry fee for Juniors 

 $5  General Admission (12 yrs and under free) 

 

VENDOR FEES: 

$30 per table 

To reserve your table, contact Kim Elmore 

 kdmcelmore@gmail.com 

 

FOOD & BEVERAGE 

Food and beverages (soft drinks & waters) will be 

available for purchase on the premises.  
 

AVAILABLE HOTELS: 

• Wyndham Garden Marietta 
955 Franklin Gateway SE, Marietta GA 30067                                               

(770) 525-9977  www.wyndhamhotels.com 

• Radisson Hotel Marietta 
                 1779 Parkway Pl, Marietta, GA  30077 

                 (770) 420-3533, www.radissonhotel.com 

• Econo Lodge Inn 
                 639 Franklin Gateway SE, Marietta, GA  30067 

                 (678) 355-5050, www.choicehotel.com 

• Super 8 Marietta 
610 Franklin Gateway, SE, Marietta, GA  30067 

                 (770) 872-4438, www.wyndhamhotels.com 

• Hilton-Atlanta Marietta 
500 Powder Spring St, Marietta, GA  30064 

                 (770) 427-2500, www.hilton.com 

• Days Inn 
753 N. Marietta Pkwy, Marietta, GA  30060 

(678) 423-9939, www.wyndamhotel.com 

 

 

AtlantaCon 2021 
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Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________

Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________

Scale: _______________________________________________________________________

Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________

Paints: _______________________________________________________________________

Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________

Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________

Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________

Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________

Scale: _______________________________________________________________________

Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________

Paints: _______________________________________________________________________

Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________

Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________

Fill out and bring with your

model to the club meeting.

Fill out and bring with your

model to the club meeting.

(Editor Note: If you are bringing a model to put on the table and discuss at a meeting, please fill

out one of these info sheets for each model to help get correct and complete information about

your model in the next newsletter. Thanks!)
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Applications should be printed and mailed to: IPMS/USA, PO Box 1411, Riverview, FL 33568-1411

To get this application in online "editible" form, go to

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

Enter your information, print out the form and mail.

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

